8. The constitution shall ensure separation of power with adequate checks and balances.
   - The Constitution shall ensure separation of power with adequate checks and balances.
   - Provide for the clear independence of the 3 arms of government
   - Provide for sanctions against abuse of power
   - Provide for independent and effective institutions
   - Provide mechanisms for vetting appointments and impeachment procedures for public offices
   - Provide for Ministers to be drawn from outside National Assembly

9. The constitution shall enhance fair and equitable distribution of national resources and opportunities.
   - The Constitution shall enhance fair and equitable distribution of national resources and opportunities.
   - Ensure devolution of power
   - Provide for a framework for equitable distribution of resources and opportunities
   - Provide a clear framework for anti-discrimination

10. All aspects of implementing this new constitution shall be for the common good of the people of Kenya.
    - The Constitution shall:
      - Abolish all present structures that inhibit devolution
      - Ensure elections are held and appointments done in accordance to the new constitution
      - Provide clear and transitional mechanisms and timeframes
      - Prioritise the laws needed to operationalise the constitution
      - Establish a Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution

11. The New Constitution shall be enacted by ourselves and for our posterity.
    - The Constitution shall have:
      - A provision for the referendum
      - A preamble which enshrines the spirit of the constitution

**If it meets these principles, support it! Katiba ni Sasa!**
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